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Meeting with Doug from Abraham Consultants 

Doug Abraham is one of those guys you want beside you in the trenches. 

“Too often employee situations can get to a crisis point without the employer even realising they have 

a serious problem” he tells me. “In theft, fraud, financial loss or dismissal situations we provide 

employers with a real investigative capacity, an employment law advisory and a disciplinary process 

that manages all these situations for them. We also provide all necessary documentation to satisfy 

employment law requirements because Judges tend to believe employees unless the employer has 

all the right documents in place” Doug says. 

“Unfortunately being a business owner who is passionate about what he or she does is no longer 

enough these days. Modern employment law is almost impossible to keep up and we are here to help 

to ease that burden” he tells me. 

When relations with an employee look like they are going off the rails, Abraham Consultants prides 

itself on providing employers with a ‘go to’ advisory service 24/7.  

“If any employer even suspects something is up I advise them to give me a call as soon as possible. 

After listening to their story I will then be in a position to tell them one of three things: 

1. “You are doing the right thing so just keep going”. 

2. “You are on the right track but there are fish hooks in the near future so stay close and we 

will help you avoid them”. 

3. “Stop! Stop Right Now! We need to meet and formulate the right legal process 

immediately!” 

A policeman for 24 years, Doug got into the Employment Law business after playing the armed robber 

in hundreds of employee training sessions. That led to an understanding of the onus on employers to 

always do the ‘right thing’ no matter what the circumstances. “It is a minefield for employers who often 

don’t know what to do in situations involving their own staff” he says. “We are all about protecting the 

employer and their business from making costly mistakes in an Employment Relation Authority 

hearing or a Court situation”. 

Doug has to update himself on the latest Employment Relations Authority releases and decisions 

every few days. He also has a licence to investigate staff misdemeanours and his vast experience as 

a police officer has taught him the value of great interview techniques. “It is not about catching a 

crook” he says “it is about protecting the employer and their business. We also make sure all our 

clients have got the right procedures and manuals in place to protect themselves in the future”. 

So when the whistle blows in your trench and it is time to ‘go over the top’ - it is good to know you can 

have a man like Doug Abraham lead the charge! 


